Please join us in congratulating Leimon Torres as the recipient of the CP Employee of the Month for June 2020!

Fun facts about Leimon:
- Doting father of one son
- Avid drone pilot
- Former member of the Navy, assigned to the hospital ship USNS Mercy

Leimon’s outstanding qualities:
- Demonstrates CICARE values through his cooperative and professional relationships
- Attention to detail
- Makes an impact through his work

Leimon joined UCLA six years ago as a CPT with Support Services, subsequently transferring to the Core Lab as an HLT II. He was recently promoted to HLT III and works the evening shift managing inventory, ordering and stocking of reagents and lab supplies for the Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center laboratories (Core, Emergency Department, Anesthesia and Point of Care labs). Leimon maintains a professional, cooperative and collaborative relationship with each and every co-worker and vendor alike. He communicates with numerous vendors weekly to ensure sufficient reagents and consumables, and successfully works to manage backorders, requests for reagents with sequestered lot numbers and last minute orders.

Leimon demonstrates the Cultural North Star pillar to “MAKE THINGS BETTER” by being diligent, dependable and collaborative. He is a team player who is always ready to go above and beyond his defined responsibilities. If a co-worker needs support, Leimon is always willing to assist with kindness and respect. With his positive attitude and an ever-present smile, Leimon is invariably willing and eager to help. He handles all work, be it reviewing vendor contracts for cost discrepancies, or analyzing lab supply usage to minimize expired supplies, with enthusiasm and efficiency.

Leimon is an important and valued member of the Core Lab team. Thank you Leimon!
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